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Innovation

Glass products, since 1989, are designed around consumers from all over the world.

Our product portfolio is the result of our extensive experience of the bathroom and
wellbeing sector and is based on a strong commitment to research and development.

In 25 years, the guiding principles and values on which Glass was founded have always
been kept alive and well balanced.



Glass history

2008 
Design and Made in Italy

as core values

Today
Always Looking forward

Glass Idromassaggio
was established in 1989 
by a group of businessmen who 
were absolutely convinced that 
hydromassage systems, at that 
time for the few, would become 
more and more popular. 

Encouraged by its growing success, 
in 1994 Glass became a joint-stock 

company and built its head 
office in Oderzo. To reduce the 

impact on the environment, Glass  
decided to use

environmental free 

production processes.

In 2000 Glass entered Masco Corporation, US 

world leader in the manufacture of home improvement and 
building products. The Masco acquisition gave Glass the 

chance to expand in the international 
market and set up important distribution and supply 

partnerships. Glass became R&D centre of 
excellence for Hansgrohe and is still a preferred 

supplier for the German company.

In 2008, Igi Sgr assisted the company’s 
current CEO to acquire 100% of the 
Glass capital from the American multinational, 

a step which lead to further corporate growth by 
increasing the designer product range and defining  
new agreements.

Glass, with its state-of-the-art factory in Oderzo of over 
20.000 m² and more than 120 employees, 

currently operates in over 50 countries all over the 

world. The company has earned itself a solid reputation for its 

continuous drive towards innovation, extreme 

flexibility in production and great adaptability. 

1989
The beginning
of our history

1994
Glass takes
the plunge

2000
Becoming an

international player





Relax. 

Be cleansed. 

Regain Equilibrium.

Transparency.

Variation&modularity.

New concept of the space.

Tradition&innovation.

Beauty and functionality.

An intimate wellbeing.

SPA Rituals Showering Home Wellness



SPA Rituals range of products integrate ancient
rituals with state of the art technologies, to

guarantee customized solutions specially
designed for those who consider wellbeing to be a
haven within their home.
For Glass, the “SPA Rituals world” is the place

where you can fully experience precious
moments of relaxation and relieve from the
daily tensions.

Spas, hammam, saunas and wellness
environments can all be designed to meet even
the most sophisticated requirements and can be
personalized in a wide variety of ways.
Let us guide you through the world of Glass where 

our architects can design your own personal 
space for your own personal wellbeing, free 
from the constraints of standard 
solutions.
Because wellbeing is like a bespoke suit – it leaves
very little space for compromise.

Spa Rituals



Modular systems which take your shower

space and transform it into a highly
versatile environment with tailor-
made functions, sizes and solutions just
for you.
Glass Showering is a new concept of the space
dedicated to the shower, where elegance,
transparency and modularity reign supreme. It

is virtually impossible not to find
what you are looking for in the

Showering catalogue, thanks to its wide range

of shower enclosures with standard or
customized measurements, conceived as

single elements or combined with shower
trays and panels. Rather than adapt your
tastes to the existing environment, create the
one you want.

Showering



The Home Wellness collection is 

inspired by the idea of wellbeing 
and beauty. 
Home Wellness is not only a matter of 
bathroom furnishing, but of conceiving 
distinguishing solutions that talk about a 
lifestyle. Yours. 

Whirlpool bathtubs, shower cabins, 

classic and contemporary design 
tubs that will  make your bathroom 

space a charming but functional 
place to enjoy everyday. Enter in this 

special place, that talks about 
you, your style, your tastes: embrace 
complete relax in your home and 
experience our creative design products, 
which don’t leave anything to chance. 

Home Wellness



Project References

Glass has a long history in the design and
production of bathroom furnishing for the

hospitality and residential industry.
Thanks to our extensive experience around the
globe, we have already managed to acquire a
large number of satisfied customers from
different countries.
Over the years Glass has strengthened its

cooperation with the world’s most
important hotel brands and designers, like
Radisson, Marriott, Sheraton, Hilton and Hyatt
Hotels, realizing dozens of international

residential projects, hotels, spas & health

centres, yachts and private residences.
Our experience and flexibility let us delivery
successfully any customer project with high-
quality service, by taking care of every step, from
the planning to the after sales assistance.
Following, you can find a small selection of our
reference projects.

Hilton Dartford, United Kingdom
Vision City, Hong Kong

Tlemcen Marriott Hotel, Algeria
Hotel Le Richemond, Switzerland

One Myfair, Hong Kong
Sport Hotel & SPA Poiana, Romania

Oceania Cruises, USA
Sheraton Abu Dhabi Hotel&Resort, UAE
Radisson Blu Waterfront Hotel, Sweden

The Hill, South Korea
Rica Hotel Hammerfest, Norway

Kempinski Hotel, Berlin
Ambience Luxury Residence Caitroina, India

Piazza Grande Apartments, Armenia
Hotel Agora, Ucraine

Hilton Paris, France
Tay Gurgaon, India

Intercontinental Hotel Tampa, USA 
Compagnie Du Ponant, Cruise Ship, France

49 Grosvenor Square, United Kingdom
Hotel Maslinica, Croatia



Park Hyatt, Milan

Sanya Marriott Resort&Spa, Hainan

Project References



Residence Čeligo, Slovenia

Project References



Project References

Frangipani Apartments, India



Project References

Hotel Thalassokipos, Greece



Hotel Guarda Golf, Crans Montana 

Ponte16 Sofitel Hotel, Macau

Project References



Paradisus Princesa del Mar 
Resort&Spa, Cuba

Verdura Golf&Spa
Resort, Sicily

Project References



Casale del Principe, Italy

Project References



Urbana residence, India

Project References



Durrat AlBahrain, Bahrain

One Silver Sea, Hong Kong

Project References



Residence Le Terrazze, Albonago Switzerland

Maxims Hotel, Manila Philippines

Project References



Design & Innovation have always been core
values of Glass.

Glass seeks to always be ahead of the
market, constantly exploring new habits, and
launching new products: every product we create
is carefully crafted to meet the needs of our

clients and their guests, nothing is left to
chance.
In the constant search for excellence in product

development, Glass works closely with
emerging and archistar designers who
have "signed" innovative and distinctive products

in other sectors too. For these reasons, design
and attention to details are among
the main strengths of our brand.

Designer Collaboration



Doshi Levien
Ananda- Hammam

Loyly- Finnish Sauna





Brand Concept

Lucidi Pevere
Osmos- Modular 
composition, Shower and 
Steam

Babele- Modular 
composition, Shower and 
Steam





Giopato&Coombes
Malmö- Freestanding or built in 
bathtub

Naked- Freestanding bathtub





Meneghello
Paolelli
Rope- Finnish Sauna

HSH- Finnish Sauna

Sofa- Freestanding
bathtub





Enzo Berti
Hita- Finnish Sauna

Hita- Radiant Sauna

Hita- Bio Sauna 





Claudia 
Danelon
Beyond- Bathtub, 
Shower and Basin

Elle- Freestanding
bathtub

Kira- Multifunctional
Cabin





Glass manufactures and
assembles in Italy in the Oderzo
plant: many of the manufacturing

operations are done by skilled
labor.
Our expertise, combined with a very

efficient and well organized
plant and an internal
warehouse with stocked semi-
finished products, allows us to grant

our clients short production
timings.
Our goal is to promote and offer

Italian design and quality all
over the world.

We put the highest attention during the

production process at Glass: our products
are tested individually in all
components during assembly. Glass has

been ISO 9001 certified since early 90s.
The quality and safety of products of each
model is verified and approved by an
independent body and certified according to

European (EN) standards. Respect for
the environment, is always a vocation
for Glass.
The continuous search for innovative

methods to reduce environmental
impact is the primary objective at every
stage of design and product prototyping.

Our competitive advantages



H2O
Product
Selection



SOFA, 
designed by 
Meneghello
Paolelli Associati. 
It is a 

freestanding 
bathtub with a 
contemporary 

design that 
takes 

inspiration 
from ancient 

luxury sofas.



Sofa 

Size: 188*89/67

Sofa bathtub is made in MineraLite, which is a material made with a mixture of

resins and minerals. The surface has brilliant glossy finishing, bath feet are in 
treated natural wood, in brown or white colour. 



CONCRETE BATH, designed by Glass Lab.  It is Glass iconic freestanding bathtub . 
With its smooth shapes, it suits both modern and classical style  room spaces.  



Concrete Bath 

Size: 190*100*45H

Concrete bath is made in 

MineraLite, like Sofa bathtub. 

The surface has matt finishing and there

are different colours available: white, 
anthracite grey, sand, pearl grey, mudd, 
concrete grey.  

It is a self standing bathtub, but as 

optional you can have a visible 
structure, in grey or bronze colour.



PEARL, designed by Monica Graffeo and Glass Lab.

This acrylic bathtub has been conceived as a functional and unique interior design item,

combined with matching accessories.



Pearl 

Size: Ø175*65H; 180*80*65H

Acrylic, glossy white. The built-in version is available also with whirlpool system, 

airpool system or  combi system. This bathtub can be round or rectangular with 

smoothed out corners. With the freestanding version you can have simple bathtub or 

airpool bathtub with white acrylic panel or woven panel 4mm rope, steel or 
bronze colored. You can also choose some accessories especially designed to be combined 
with the rope woven panel.



BEYOND BATH, designed by Claudia Danelon.

It is a unique bathtub , set inside a monolith that can be finished as preferred.



Beyond Bath 

Size: 185*109*60H

MineraLite (resin mix) bathtub, 
can be white or black, matt or glossy
finishing. 

It is sold with a polystirene
monolith that you can finish 
according to your tastes and needs. 
The  dimension of the monolith is 
245*80*45H. 



EDEN, designed by Claudio Papa. Classic rectangular shapes, different configurations,
optional and accessories to meet different clients’ demands.



Eden 

Size: 150*70 (other sizes available)

This acrylic bathtub can be built-in or framed with panels; installed in niche version, 

corner version, wall version or freestanding.  You can choose acrylic white panels or wood 
panels (planked oak, dark walnut, grey oak, dark oak, walnut). You can have simple 
shell or bathtub with system (whirlpool, airpool, combi and combi top). With combi
top version you can also add chromotherapy and heater.



POP series, 

designed by Glass 
Lab.
Rectangular, corner 
and asymmetric 

bathtubs. Clean 
design appreciated 
throughout the 
world. 



Pop 

Size: 140 (other sizes available)

This acrylic bathtub can be built-in 
or framed with corner panel. You can 

choose  any RAL color for the 
panel.
You can have simple shell or 
bathtub with system: to this 
one you can also add chromotherapy. 



Lis



Size: 180*110; 170*80;
150*70 (other sizes
available)

Acrylic bathtubs that can
be built-in or framed with
white panels; installed in
niche version, corner
version or wall version. You

can have simple shell,
whirlpool or combi
bathtub.
Particularly appreciated in
residential and hotel
projects.

Lis



Capri 

Size: 140 (other sizes available)

Acrylic bathtub that can be
built-in or framed with white
corner panel. You can have

simple shell, whirlpool or

combi bathtub.



Astor 

Size: 105*70; 120*70 (other
sizes available)

Acrylic built-in bathtubs. They

are simple tubs mainly
chosen for residential projects.



MODULA S & L,
designed by Tommaso
Bistacchi and Davide
Anzalone.
The two Italian designers
conceived Modula as a

modular system
made with tiles that

combined together can
be used to decorate your
shower and hammam
space: every tile is 30*30

cm, made in Mineral
Resin Mix, white
colored.



Bliss 

Size: 133,5*22

Charcoal grey painted steel
structure. 

Front cover in acrylic, available
in white, black, amaranth red or 
grey.  Integrated rectangular 
showerhead , 2 vertical jets with 

anti-limescale nozzles, 
handshower with flexible hose and 

Hansgrohe thermostatic mixer 
and diverter. Lateral shelf.



Glam 

Size: 144*22

HardLite (a material made with acrylic

resins mix)Shower panel, white on the 
front and black on the back, with integrated 

rectangular showerhead with anti-
limescale nozzles, handshower with 
flexible hose, thermostatic mixer and diverter. 
Much appreciated for  its neat design, the  

relaxing waterfall and the comfortable 

storage compartment where you can put 
bathfoam and shampoo.



LOOK
Size: 150*21,8

Stainless steel
shower panel. 
Three round 
nozzles, with 

anti-limescale
rubber caps. 
Aesthetic combined 
with the overhead 
shower.

FLAIR
Size: 150*18 

Stainless steel 
shower panel. 

Vertical rectangular 
adjustable nozzles, 

with anti-
limescale rubber 
caps. Flair has been 

widely used for 
residential projects 

worldwide.



BLANCO
Size: 150*21

White Acrylic shower panel. 
Three round nozzles, integrated 
rectangular headshower.  

Mechanical mixer and 
diverter, handshower with 
flexible hose. 

JUMP 
Size: 160*21,8

White Acrylic shower panel. 
Three round nozzles, round 

headshower.  Thermostatic 
mixer and diverter, 

handshower with flexible hose.



KIRA
designed by Claudia Danelon.
Self-supporting

Multifunctional
shower and steam
cabin.
Six vertical jets,

Hansgrohe
thermostatic mixer and
showerhead, Hansgrohe
sliding hand shower with

integrated trail. Steam
generator with 2,7kW
power. Tempered clear glass

with anti-limescale
coating.





TECHNO
Multifunctional shower and 
steam cabin. 

-EASY, with manual control, 3 
round maxi jets, overhead 
shower, sliding hand shower 
mixer with diverter;

-COMFORT, with manual
control, 3 round maxi jets, 2
round back jets, 4 neck jets,
steam bath and aroma
dispenser, overhead shower,
sliding hand shower mixer with
diverter;

-TOP, with digital control, , 3
round maxi jets, 2 round back
jets, 4 neck jets, steam bath and
aroma dispenser, radio and
internal light, overhead shower,
sliding hand shower mixer with
diverter



NOOR STEAM, 
best seller solution for 
shower and steam (full 
multifunctional) has now 
being revisited with a 

sliding version, attractive 
for users that look for a 

fully equipped wellness 
solution even in the smallest 
bathrooms.
As always, it can be entirely 

MTM.  NOOR STEAM 
PANEL and NOOR 
STEAM MODULE can 
be added to your current 
shower solution to upgrade it 
to steam at a very low price. 
Now available also 4,5kW 
and 6kW for  any size private 
hammam.





BABELE STEAM PRO, designed by Lucidi Pevere. Steam solution with different kW 
power (based on the size of your steam room we can suggest you the right kW needed). It can be 

combined with Furnishing Accessories.
It is highly appreciated for its peculiar materials (ceramic and resin, Tek wood Spring and shelf) 
and its design. 



PASO DOBLE, 
designed by Glass Lab. 
Paso Doble can be 

Sauna, Steam or 

combi solution. Slate 

effect laminate“simil
rock”, is highly 
researched this year within 
the furniture and wellness 
industries. Aimed for 
private and residential 
projects.



Paso Doble Steam, Shower and Shower&Steam

Sizes: 140x100- 100x140 cm Height: 215 cm 

Functions and features:
-chromotherapy internal LED light
-capacitive backlit control board (only for Steam and Shower&Steam
modules)

-roof with integrated shower head 38*38 cm (only for Shower and 
Shower&Steam modules)

-thermostatic mixer with diverter, neck waterfall, 6 vertical nozzles, hand 
shower (only for Shower and Steam&Shower modules)

-shower tray, grey color, made with resin mix

-bluetooth audio kit and aromatherapy tray (not available in the Shower 
module)
-pivoting door

-movable benches 85*30 cm; Height 42 cm (only for Steam modules)



Paso Doble Sauna

Sizes : 160x110 – 160x140 cm

Functions and features:
- heater with stones and wood 
cover
- fixed bench + movable bench

- capacitive backlit control
board

- LED internal lightning
- thermometer and hygrometer

-hourglass





A Portable SPA is an highly versatile Spa, which can meet any specific demand,

because all the technology is already installed, hidden behind the panels,
there’s no need of an external technical room.
This makes the installation extremely easy, because the SPA doesn’t require particular
plumbing arrangements or a dedicated technical compartment.

The Portable SPA is ready to use: you just fill it with water, plug it to electricity and
you can start enjoying your SPA!

Bathing in an Overflow SPA is a unique and magic experience, that allows you to 

relax completely: let yourself be embraced by water, to restore mind and body.

The overflow rim creates a waterfall effect that gives you the feeling of being totally 

surrounded by water  and wellness. Water is always kept at the maximum level 
thanks to an automatic waterfilling system. 

The whole system (pumps, filtrage and compensation tank) is located in a 
separated technical compartment.

Portable SPA

Overflow SPA



MYSPA 195-E, 
designed by Glass Lab. 

Size: 186*186*90H 

Portable SPA for up 
to 4 people (3 seats and 1 
chaise longue). 

USP: 2 speeds-pump and 
waterfall. Max absorbed 
power: 2,5kW.



MYSPA 215, designed 

by Glass Lab. Size: 
215*215*92H Portable 
SPA for up to 4 people (3 
seats and 1 chaise longue). 

USP: 5 cartridge filters, 
ozone system, cervical jets 
control.



228MYSPA 216/165, designed by Glass Lab. 

Size: 216*165*72H Portable SPA for 
up to 3 people (2 seats and 1 chaise longue). 

USP: 3 cartridge filters, ozone system, max 
absorbed power 3,5kW.



MYSPA 228, designed 

by Glass Lab. Size: 
228*228*92H Portable 
SPA for up to 5 people (4 
seats and 1 chaise longue). 

USP: 5 cartridge filters, 
ozone system, cervical jets 
control.



MYSPA OF210, 
designed by Glass Lab. 

Size: Ø208,3*100H 

Infinity SPA for up 
to 5 people .

USP: overflow  
system. The water level 
always remains the 
same, giving you the 
feeling of being 
surrounded by water.



MYSPA OF250/225, 
designed by Glass Lab. 

Size: 250*225*100H 

Infinity SPA for up to 6 
people .

USP: overflow  system. The 
water level always remains 
the same, giving you the 
feeling of being surrounded 
by water.



ARIMA, designed by Glass Lab. 

Size: 224*135,5*69H Infinity 
SPA for up to 2 people .

USP: doesn’t need a separate 
technical compartment (system 
hidden beneath the SPA. Design 
grids made in MineraLite (3 colors 
available).



THANK YOU!


